2017 Hydrangeas Mom's Weekly Planner (18-Month Family Calendar)
This inspired desk calendar and planner makes managing your family’s activities and appointments a snap! (Well, almost.) Popular 18-month planner (July 2016 -- December 2017) takes you from back-to-school through the end of next year. Each two-page spread displays your weekly master plan, with five columns: one for Mom, and one for each of four other family members. Tabbed months make the calendar easy to use. Includes two fill-in pages of contact and emergency information for babysitters. Includes address pages for your frequent contacts. Handy perforated tear-out To-Do lists. Includes a plastic page with pockets for business cards. Pocket inside the back cover holds notes, forms, etc. Plum-colored elastic band attached to back cover keeps your place or keeps calendar closed. Calendar is sized right (7-3/4 inches wide by 9-1/4 inches high) for your desk, counter, or tote bag. Planner lies flat for ease of use. Concealed wire-o binding. Removable cover band. This fresh and elegant design, in shades of indigo, cerise, and wisteria, is set off against a white background. Silver foil highlights add shining detail. Matches Peter Pauper Press’s other Hydrangeas gifts and stationery. For every mom on the go! “This is the best appointment book I have ever had.” -- Peter Pauper Press customer
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**Customer Reviews**

This is the third planner that I have purchased this year. This shows that I have had a hard time finding the planner that had the things I wanted but didn’t cost a car payment. I have found it with this planner. The planner is under $15, it has 18 months of planning, and the set up is perfect for my family of five. I can have separate lists of items for each person in my house hold. I am looking
forward for July so that I can start using this planner. I don't even think I am going to have to use any fancy labels or decorations with this planner. Everything is laid out so neatly. I love that this will go through 2017. I will be back to purchase another planner for 2018. I highly recommend this planner.

What a pretty monthly calendar. There is a ton of space for writing, planning, and taking notes. Each month has its own two-page spread, and then, of course, the individual days follow. There are three to four days per page, and each day has its own morning, afternoon, and evening sections. The calendar runs from July 2016 through December 2017. There is an information section at the front of the planner where you can record family info, emergency info, Mom and Dad's work info, and other important numbers. At the back of the planner, there is an address section, a to-do list section (on perforated sheets that you can tear out, which I love), a plastic business card holder, and a very small and very delicate folder for holding papers. It doesn't seem that durable to me, but we will see... The cover is made from a very thick cardboard. It's sturdy and durable, but still very pretty. Overall, I'm really happy with the planner! Peter Pauper Press gave me a free planner to review.

In the process of trying to get my wife converted to Google Calendar sharing, she still emotionally needs a paper calendar. She gets this book each year and LOVES it. It's pretty, it got plenty of space to write in, and it covers the 2nd half of this year through all of next. So for you techie holdouts, this is a great option. Baby steps!

I love this calendar and purchase one every year. It makes so much sense to have a column for each family member. The artwork on the cover is also beautiful and pleasing. It is well bound and sturdy, and large enough to be efficient, but still fits in my bag. I also like that it will lay flat when open on my desk. I will continue to order one each year, and always look forward to each year's selection of cover artwork.

It was too small to write more than one thing in a box.

Looked good. Started putting in our family info and discovered I'm missing the page with October 7th-13th. So that's annoying. And I see no feature for contacting the seller to remedy...

Heavy duty. Love the spaces for different family members daily. Nice block sizes in monthly view.
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